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Abstract: Multimodal interaction refers to interactions involving a combination of voice, text, stylus etc. Such multimodal interaction can provide advantages for mobile device input/output given the limitations of mobile device keypads and screens and the limits on user’s availability to use such traditional inputs and outputs while mobile. One important resource that can be accessed from mobile devices is the World Wide Web, but Web pages, as they are visual and may require typed input, may not be readily suited to mobile device access. While there are technology initiatives addressing the authoring of new Web pages that are multimodal-enabled, the generating of multimodal versions of existing Web pages has not been addressed. To help address this problem, we propose in this paper an architecture and approach to auto-generating multimodal representations of existing Web pages, thereby helping to enable the Mobile Web.
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1 Introduction
With the increasing availability of Internet-enabled mobile devices, including mobile phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and in-car systems, accessing the Web anywhere anytime is no longer an idea, it is happening.

However, mobile Web access is far from the proliferation stage for many reasons, including, the nature of the Web contents, the hardware and software limitations of the mobile devices, and the diversity of these devices.

Firstly, most of the existing Web pages have been authored without the mobile access probability in mind, but rather with the assumption that the Web access will be through powerful desktops or laptops, which is increasingly not the case anymore. Obviously, it is not practical to re-author the whole Web contents in order to support the currently available (or yet to be developed) range of mobile device.

Secondly, the majority of mobile devices have limited input-output capabilities and mobile users usually have to input data through a small keypad and receive the output through small LCD. As such, filling Web forms and / or browsing ordinary Web pages involves significant effort in scrolling and keeping track of the screen contents.

Thirdly, it is a real challenge for mobile Web developers to support and provide an appropriate user interface for the ever-increasing number of mobile devices.

For the above-mentioned reasons, facilitating the mobile Web access proliferation is greatly facilitated by a mechanism that automatically presents the Web contents through a convenient, natural, yet efficient multimodal user interface and relieves both the device user and UI developer from the burden of dealing with the mobile device limitations.

In this paper, we introduce a novel approach supported by a suggested architecture for automatic generation of device independent multimodal enabled versions of existing Web pages.

The paper begins with the motivation behind the proposed architecture, followed by a brief description of the involved technologies as well as other research efforts relevant to our work. Next, a presentation of the architecture that supports our approach and shows how it allows generating a transparent multimodal enabled interface for existing Web pages followed by a discussion about alternate architectures before we conclude.

2 Motivation
Mobile users might need to access the Web virtually anywhere anytime to accomplish time critical tasks. For instance, they might need to communicate with their enterprises or home offices, check for emails or
send a new one, or check for real-time information such as stock exchange prices or flight arrival. However, using mobile devices for this purpose is not as convenient as using desktop computers and for those users accessing the Web through a convenient, fast, and efficient user interface might be long expected.

Knowing that multimodal interaction (MMI) could be substantially faster than traditional GUI-based interaction as suggested by the studies [2] and [4], we believe facilitating the above multimodal dialog as part of a convenient and usable representation of the Web contents to the mobile users can have a great impact on the proliferation of mobile Web access. Moreover, to support the vast number of mobile devices, we consider the auto-generation approach of device independent multimodal user interface as a faster approach of user interface development.

As indicated in [1], mobile users are usually interested in reaching specific Web pages through the minimum possible links. However, in order to reach the destination page and access certain information, mobile users usually have to deal with Web forms to enter data and see results traditionally as text and or graphics.

Assume for a moment that, during a meeting, a mobile user wants to check the current exchange rate of a foreign currency before committing to a certain business decision. Within the vicinity of a local access point and using a PDA with Wireless connectivity capabilities, the user connected to the Internet and typed the URL of a foreign exchange currency converter Web page such as the one shown in figure 1. Typically, some of the page contents or Web form contents are not immediately visible as the case when the user accesses the same Web page using a desktop PC and the user has to scroll horizontally and vertically few times to fill that form. Moreover, the user has to scroll two long lists of hundreds of currency types to select the currencies involved in the query.

Alternatively, a multimodal interaction enabled Web interface enables the user to perform the same task more in a more convenient and faster approach.

![Fig 1: A currency converter Web page](image)

![Fig 2: A multimodal dialog for currency exchange query](image)

Figure 2 shows is an example for a dialog between the user and multimodal enabled interface during the session of conducting the above-mentioned task. More details about this example will be discussed in section 4.

3 Background

In addition to the multimodal interaction, and among other technologies involved in the proposed architecture, are XForms [8] and VoiceXML [10]. In this section, we briefly highlight these technologies and review some of the research efforts related work.

3.1. Related Technology

In principle, the multimodal interaction is giving input by means of various synchronized modalities, such as text, speech, keypad, digital ink (i.e. the motion of a stylus), pointing device, lip movement, or gaze tracking, and receiving output in a number of synchronized modalities as well, such as text, speech, audio, graphics, or video. In this regard, the W3C Multimodal Interaction Working Group has published a multimodal interaction framework.

The second related technology is an emerging Web forms technology called XForms. According to W3C, XForms is a specification of Web forms that can be used with desktops, handheld devices, and others. Among other advantages of XForms is decoupling the data model from the interface and binding them at run time. In fact, that makes XForms very appropriate for developing device and modality independent interfaces and paves the way for adaptive mobile UI, which can respond to the environment changes and be updated on the fly.

Furthermore, XForms is an extension of XHTML and its widgets are abstract in nature and the XForms processor is responsible for translating these abstract widgets into specific concrete interface components based on the client device profile.

The third related technology is VoiceXML. VoiceXML is a standalone markup language that has its own control flow and execution environment. Furthermore, VoiceXML has the ability to be smoothly integrated with XForms and XHTML and be attached to user interface controls as voice handlers using XML Events to produce multimodal interfaces.

3.2. Related Work
The related efforts that have been investigated can be categorized in two main trends:

1. Realization of MMI-enabled systems
2. Generating of user interface for mobile devices to facilitate Web browsing on mobile devices

In terms of multimodal interaction and the realization of multimodal interaction-enabled systems, a few trends of research efforts are evident. First, projects such as [13], [14], and [19] focused on the multimodal integration, fusion, and fission of modalities. Second, projects such as [11] and [13] attempted to introduce multimodal interaction layer for map-based systems in order to produce interactive maps. Third, researches such as [12] and [15] focused on providing multimodal frameworks to facilitate developing multimodal enabled applications.

We contributed to these efforts by introducing an architecture that automatically generates abstract multimodal user interface for mobile Web services in [18] and in this paper we extend these efforts to address the Web contents in the context of Web pages.

In terms of facilitating Web browsing on mobile devices, there are a number of efforts, which can be categorized in two main trends: The first trend is based on automatically generating mobile user interface with or without multimodal capability. However, each of these proposed approaches has its limits that make it inappropriate for the task at hand of presenting the Web contents in multimodal fashion. For instance, Reitter and colleagues has an attempt to generate multimodal adaptive user interface [16], which might be appropriate for mobile applications, however, it assumes an unambiguous, language-and-mode independent input, and obviously the existing Web contents can not fulfill this requirement. Another example is [3], which attempts to adapt the existing Web pages by splitting them into smaller logically-related units and automatically transform them into mobile devices friendly uni-modal (graphical) views, that is, it does not address multimodality.

The second trend is influenced by the authoring techniques identified by the W3C Consortium in [6], namely, multiple authoring, single authoring and flexible authoring. The attempts in this direction as in [17] are based on creating new abstracted Web pages with adaptation capabilities to various devices. While this approach might be acceptable for new Web pages that are yet to be authored, it is not practical for many existing Web pages.

We attempt to automatically generate a multimodal mobile Web interface for the existing Web pages without assuming any particular input as in [16] or having the Semantic Web existing as in SmartWeb [20]. In this paper, we focus on addressing the Web forms component of Web pages as part of our ongoing research.

4. Architecture
Web pages, usually, have one or more of the following components: pure text, graphics, hyperlinks, forms, and embedded components such as java applets or ActiveX components. These components present a certain content structure through a designated layout structure. Extensive analysis of these structures is needed before adapting any Web page and representing that page using multiple modalities. As such, the process of generating a multimodal representation for existing Web page has three phases: First, analyzing the semantic structure of the Web page. Second, extracting the Web forms and generating correspondent abstract XForms. Finally, generating a concrete Web multimodal interface in X+V format.
out the XForms-based interface. These stages can be modeled in separate components and deployed in a client-based, server-based, or proxy-based architecture. However, we recommend a proxy-based architecture as the one illustrated in figure 3 for the reasons discussed later in section.

The proposed architecture has three main components, namely, Web page analyzer, MMI Web interface generator, and MMI rendering component, typically, a multimodal browser. These can all be situated at a proxy Web server. The roles of these components are illustrated through the following example scenario:

1. In the vicinity of a local access point, a mobile user starts the multimodal browser installed on his/her PDA and enters the URL of a currency converter Web page. As a result, a http request is intercepted by the proxy server connected to the access point.

2. The proxy server looks up the cashed Web sites repository, and upon failing to find a cashed copy of the requested page, it passes the request to the Web server, which responds by retrieving the requested Web page or giving an error message in case of failing to do so.

3. Once the proxy server receives the requested Web page, the proxy server sends it to the Web page analyzer. In turn, the Web page analyzer extracts the <Form> block out of the html file and starts analyzing the form block to identify the input fields. Figure 4 shows the main HTML <Form> block of a currency converter Web page.

4. The extracted information is then transcoded into XForms and passed to the MMI Web interface generator component. Figure 5 illustrates part of the generated XForms code corresponding to the retrieved HTML form.

5. Based on the client device profile, context and user preferences, the MMI Web interface generator processes the abstracted XForms and generates a concrete ready-for-rendering...
information in X+V format and send it to the proxy server.
6. The proxy server sends this X+V formatted information to the client browser as the response for its http request. Finally the multimodal browser renders the received X+V and the interaction dialog with the user.

4.1. Alternate architectures
As an alternate for the suggested proxy-based architecture is a client-based architecture. In this architecture, a mobile application deployed to mobile device will include all the above-mentioned components (i.e. Analyser, extractor, MMI Web interface generator, and MMI browser). On one hand, this architecture neither needs a dedicated proxy server to perform the Web page processing and generating the MMI equivalent interface nor needs modifying the Web servers of the content providers. On the other hand, this architecture requires a client mobile device with considerable computational power; which is not the case for most of the mobile devices. Moreover, this architecture requires deploying the client application to every client device, causing maintenance and updating overhead. Requiring client side adoption and change generally represents a greater barrier to adoption.

Another alternate would be a server-based architecture. In this architecture, a multimodal browser is installed on the mobile client device and the multimodal Web interface generator component is deployed to the server side and can be integrated with the Web server. Obviously this will require updating and maintaining the deployed components on the Web server of every content provider. It also needs supporting the various types of Web servers.

Obviously, in a proxy-based architecture there is no need to modify, update, or maintain either the client devices or Web servers. In addition, it utilizes the computational power and resources that the proxy servers usually have. With this architecture, the generated XForms can be cached on the proxy server for better system responsiveness, and manual refinement if needed. Furthermore, in this architecture, the client multimodal browser is required to process only X+V and the XForms processing is delegated to a proxy component.

5. Future Work
As we mentioned earlier in this paper, we attempt to auto generate MMI enabled Web interface for mobile devices out of existing Web pages. We started by addressing the Web forms as a pivotal component of any Web page. Further research will address the other components of the Web page contents structure as well the layout structure.

Also, a testbed will be setup to evaluate the generated multimodal Web interfaces and investigate the limits and issues that may arise during a full auto-generation cycle of modalities.

6 Conclusion
Multimodal mobile Web access of existing Web pages has the potential to significantly change the mobile devices pattern of use, leading to better user experience and productivity.
In this paper, we proposed an approach for automatically generating multimodal representation of existing Web pages adaptable to mobile devices.
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